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BACKGROUND

The high ,school-level batteries of the Tests of General
Educational Development (GED) were introduced in 1942
by the Exainination Staff of the United States Armed
Forces Institute (USAF!) to help World War II veterans
who had .not graduated from high school to adjust to

vilian life and resume their educational and vocational
plans. The Examination Staff consisted' of civilian testing
experts working under the direction of the Advisory
Committee to USAF!, a committee made up primarily of
civilian educators. The committee was established by, and
with sup.port from, the American Council on Education,
the National Association: of Secondary School Principals,
and the regional accrediting associations.

Irk August 1'945, the American COuncil on Education
established the Veterans' Testing'Service (VTS) as a facility
to make the GED tests availlble to civilian educational,
institutions for administration to weterans. In December of
the same year, the Council also 'esiablished the-Commission
on Accreditation of Service Experiences (CASE) to assist
colleges and universities, state departments of education, °
and high schools by evaluating service, school courses and
making recommendations for the granting of credit for the
fdrmal edticational experiences of military personnel. In
January 1946, the Council assigned to the Commission the
responsibility for the Policy direction, operation, and super-
vision of the VTS.

The use of the GED tests by veterans wishing to earn a
high school equivalency certificate for vocational purposes
or to qualify for admiZslon to further educational oppor-
tunities proved so highly successful 'that state departments
of education and colleges in 1947 began extending the use
of the tests to all adult citizens. By-1959, the number of
nonveteran adults tested exceeded the-number of veterans.
In recognition of the change, the Commission on Accredita-
tion, at its May 1963 meeting officially changed the name of
the Veterans' Testing Service to the General Educational ,

Development (GED) Testing Service.'
The GED testing program, which uses civilian rest Cted

-forms of the tests, has become worldwide in ;cope.qhe
tests are now administered by 61 departments of education,
those in the 50 states, the District of Columbia, American
Samcia, the Canal Zone, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Trust
Territory of the Patific Islands, and five Proyives, of
CanadaManitoba, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Island, and Saskatchewan. Of these 61 depart-
ments, 60 have policies for issuance of high school equiv-
alency certificates to adults who meet their minimum score,
minimum age, and minimum residence require ents. In
addition, he military restricted forms of the D,tests are
administered through the United States rmed Forces
Institute to Military personnel stationed both in the United
States and elswhere in the World.

The GED Tests
The GED test battery &insists of five tests:

Test 1: Correctness and Effectiveness of Expres1
sion

Test 2: Interpretation of Reading Materials in the
Social Studies

Test 3: Interpretation of Reading Materials in the
Natural Sciences

Test Interpretation of Literary Materials
Test 5': General MathematiCal Ability

Here, the five tests will be c$11ed English, Social Studies,
Natural Sciences, Literature, and Mathematics.

The primary use of the tests is to appraise the educational
development of adults who have not completed vileir
formal high school education. Therefore, the tests have
been construe-tee somewhat differently from the usual
school achievement tests, which are designed to measure
immediate objectives'of instruction. It is recognized that an
individual can make considerable educationil progress
through a variety of educative experiences, both in school
atid in other situations. Thq educational progress of persons
not in school is likely to be the result of first-hand observa-
tion, direct experience, self-directed reading and study,
conversationst and informal group discussions, and other
experiences with problem's, ideas, and people. In contrast is
the educational development of students in the clas.sroOrn
who learn largely by vicaridtis experiences through the use
of textbooks and formal pedagogical procedures presented
in a sequentiaLarrangement. In the classroom there is likely
to be a more cdmplete and detailed coverage of specific
facts and ideas than is often encountered in But-of-school
learning experiences:

In consideration of these differences, the GED testAkve
been desiFed to measure as-directly as possible the attain:.
ment 'of the major objectives of the secondary school prp-
grarrl of genOral education-The,emphaSis in the GED tests is
placed on intellectual power rather.than detailed content;
on the demonstration of competence in using major
generalizations, concepts, and ideas; and on the abilityto
comprehend "exactly, evaluate critically, and to think -a

clearly about concepts and, ideas.

In inCasuringthe outcomes 'of formal school instruction,
stress must 'often be placed on detailed, descriptive facts to
assure that the student gralis the generaliza rig and
concepts based on those facts. ice the generaliz tions are
fiknly established, however, many of the Substantiating
dttails will probably be forgotten. In examinations
intended for adults 'with varied experiences, however, the
emphasis in the testing should prOperly be on the major
generalizations, ideas, and intellectual skills that are the
lodg-terim outcome of a sound education.
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.20While the original purpose of the GED tests was to help
veterans who had not completed high school adjust t6
civtliau life, the inSio"rity of ;hose tested today are civilian
adults. In the calendar year of 1971 (the last year'''for which
data have been compiled), there were 387,733 persons tested
at 1,858 official GED, centers throughout the United States.
In addition, more than 90,000 military persons on active
duty were given the military restricted forms of the GED
tests through, USAF!. The average age of those thing the
civilian restricted" forms of the GED tests in 1971 :was 28
years. The average number of years of formal schooling
completed was 9.78. During 1971, 41 percent mdicated
that they wished to qualify for education or training
bey6nd the high school level. The remainder indicated that
they wished to earn a high school equivalency certificate in
order to qualify for better jobs or gain promotion in their
work. Each state department of education determines the .

minimum critical scores for the issuance of a certificate.
Based on these standards, 31, percent of those testelk Irr
1971 failed.
,The equivalency certificates or diplomas Issued by the

departments of education are official documenthhatare.as
acceptable as high school diplomas. Institutions of higher
education, business and industry, civil service commissions,
apprenticeship training inograms, and licensing boards
widely accept certificates or diplomas or GED test scores as
meeting high school graduatiorirequirements.

The GED'tests areadministered primarily at official GED
Icenters established by state departments of education. By
authorization of the Commission on Accreditation, the
tests' are administered to veteran patients at VA hospitals

' and centers. The tests are also administered through the
Commission office to inmates and patients in all federal

. correctional and health institutions and to American.
civilian't citizens overseas and foreign nationals. Special
editions of the tests on magnetic -rape and large typ& are
available from the Commission for administration to the
visually,hanchcapped. The Commission also makes available
Spanish versions_ of the GED, tests for administration to
Spanish-speaking)residents of the countyy.

The significance of the GED tests for higher education_
lies in thir e)qensive Use in the admission of non-high=

. school-graduate adults, to cdllege. The test scoresate used in
lieu of a complete high sell?' .transcript. The commission
on Accreditation has alwa94 'recommended that colleges
require achievement on the GED tests to bd consistent with
their policies for accepting high schoolgraduate applicants.
If.a college accepts all high school graduates, then the Com-
mission's recommendation -is that. the college also accept
those whose GED test scores meet the level required, by
each state department of education for an equivalency
certificate or . equivalency diploma. A CASE survey, of
approximately 2,200 colleges "kvealed that over 1,600
institutions accept satisfactOry GED test scores as evidelice
of ability to undertake college work. The policies of 1,728/

<

institutions' of higher educationt regarding' acceptance of
GED test scores have been published by CASE (1970).

Previous Studies of the dED
Most of the previous studies of the GED were conducted in
the 1940s and the, 1950s. Early research on the battery has
generally shown that it, is a fairly accurate predictor of
College success. Dressel and chmicl (1951) evaluated
numerous investigations relating, to the validity of the
examinations and concluded that a large number of indi-
viduals who passed the'tests were successful in college work

eor jobs that ordinarily require a high school education.
Tyler's (1954) fact-finding study, which examined data
from a large number of different institutions, was partially ,

directed toward determining thevalidity of the GED as an
instrument of admission to higher education. Tyler con-

,

cluded that substantial numbers of GED matriculants were
successful in eolfheand, although in general their scholas-
tic achievement' Was not quite as high as that of high school .
graduates, the differences were surprisingly small. A special
committee that evaluated the Tyler study made the follow-

*ing recommendation in relation to the use of the GED as an
instrument of 5,ollege admisnop:

Further studies are needed, to determine whether the
weaknesses, of students who fail to complete college
after being admitted -on the basis of GED test's are
essentially different from the weaknesses of student
'who fail to complete college after being admitted on
the basis of the formal high school diploma.

The Objectives of This Study
Previous investigations of the GED had a_number of limita-
tions that madd'it difficult to evaluate the tests comprehen-
sively. The sudies were invariably conducted within single
institutions,rtlus limiting the number of subjects who could
participate in any given study. Furtherniore, because of
institutiondh diversity in populatiOns, achnission standards,
and grading practices, it was difficult to generalize across
institutions and to compare the 'results of these studies.
Further, there has been a shift in the GED examinee
population- since the' original validity -studies were
conduCted: More civilians than servicemen are tested with
the battery today. In addition to the changes in test-candi-
date.population, there have been marked changes in higher
education itself over the years such as increased curriculum
flexibility and the growth-of junior colleges. Thus, although
previous research- has supported the use of the GED in the
admission of non-high-school graduate's to college, there is-a
need for a continuous reexarnination of the validity of the

ttebary ati# the procedures of.the testing program. \
This study] therefore, had three Major objectives.

1. To'clescribe the background arid experience of nonhighe
school' gaddates who enroll in a college on,the basis of _

their GED-scores



I

2. To deteimine the validity of the GED battery for pre-
.

dictinVthe success of non-high-school graduates at a
variety of institutions of higher education

Tbg Institutional klinple

3.- To identify the advantages and problems created by
granting admission
tests.

, .

METHOD

I

The primary sampling ffnit for the study was the collegiate
institution admitting substantial numbers of candidates on,
the basis of GED scores. Although the institutional popula-
tion of interest included all institutions of lijoghee education
in the United States, for a number of reasons it was not
feasible to select a representative sample of this,pppulation.
The procedure used for choosing the colleges was based on,
the premise that the study could be conducted only if data .
could be O-btainedoR a sufficient 'number of GED students
actually enrolled in college. Although the recent CASE
survey _quoted earlier rev'ealed.thatmdsi of the nation's'
institutio\ns of higher education accept satisfactory GED
scores as evidence of ability to unNvtake college-level
study, there was reason to believe that most GED candi
dates were enrolled in a limited number of colleges. Thus, it
was necessary to reifixt th,4,sampling of institutions to
those believed to be admitting significant numbers of OFD
students, and most of these institutions are under public
rather than private control. --

A total of 111 such colleges and universitiesztwere invited
to. partieipait during-;the period of September 1969 to
November 1970..of this total, 40 institutions cooperated in
the study and supplied the data requested. These institu-

=tions including 12 *unior_ colleges and 28 four-year or
senior colleges (see ppendix)-zwere trot necessarily er-
pected to be' a representative cross - section of the-nation \
'colleges and universities (The extent to whichthey varied
in their relevant characteristics is indicated in Table 1.) In
fact, the sample.appears to be most .unrepresentative of
U.S: institutions of highir education in type, of control,
With-only 10 .percerit49f the colleges under private control.
Since private colleges may not be priding -educational
programs under schedules and circumstances that meet the
needs and interests of GED candidates who tend to be older
and frequently have family and job responsibilities, the
small number of such institutions in the study is not
surprising. Moreover, the generally 'higher tuition of these
institutions maybe a battier to GED candidates.

,

Tbe Student Samile-

The participating institutions were requested to provide the
name, address, date of admission, GED test scores, Scho-
lastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores (if any), and cumulative

'grade -point average (GPA) for alptudents admitted with
GED test scores generally within the two:year period prior
to The date of the request. Data were prOvided, however,
for students who enrolled in college-over a peripd ofkseveral
years: Three percent of the student sample had enrolled in

to college by means of the GED

Table I
t

Cbaracteristics* of tbe,Institutional Sample

Variable
Number of,
Colleges Percent

Control
Public 36 90
Private

Locatioqi

4

a

10

Urban a 21 . 52.5
Nonurban 19 47.5

Region b

12 30
Northcentral 12 30

South 9 22.5
West 17.5

Selectivity (% accepted)c
0-50% 2.5

51-60Tok ; 5

'61-70% 2 5

71-80% . 27.5
81-90% ' 5 12.5

91-100% 22.5

Unknown 10 25.0

Size

Fewer than 5,000 students 13 32.5 °

5,000 students or more 27 67.5

Type
Junior college 30

Senior college 28 70

aln a city of 50,000 or larger or in a metropolitan area

b U.S. Census regions

clunior college data from: Gleazer, B. J. (EDNA merican Junior Col-
leies, 7th edition, American Council oil Eddcation. 126'7. S,Enior
college data (ream Cass, J., and Birnbaum, :A., Comparative Guide
to American College's for Students, ParentS and Counselors, New . ,
York: Haver & Row, 1969.

college prior to 1967, 1 percent in 1967, 3 percent in 1968,
42 percent in 1069, 51 percen -fin 1947, and 3 percent were
unknownr*The grade-point averages of students were re-
quested, in Most cases, from one tn. two years after the.

,
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admission of the students to the vollege.
Several t.ollege. did not prOvide,.4.-ornplaL informapon for

all their students. In some Lases, institutional rciurdsindi-
Lated thatsa student had taken the GED, but that his scores
were not available. The scores of many, but not all, such
students were subsequently obtained froin the appropriate
state departments of education. GED scores could not be
determined for 159 of the 1,367 students who had been
identified at the 40 participating institution's, and grade-,
point averages were' not reported the colleges for 'most
of the 390 students who_withdrew from college plus an
additional 40 students who remained in college during the

t.)

period surveyed. ,

Each student in the sample was mailed a questionnaire
requesting various bibgraphiL and demographic informar
tion, inclu'ding information on experiences with the GED
and- attitudes toward a variety of current social issues.
Follow-up' postcards requesting return of the questionnaires
were sent' to most of the nonrespondents. Returns were
received from 6,38 students, or 39 percent of the total

participating colleges for the purpose of interviewing 30
GED,studgts. These in-depth, structured interviews, which
took an average of one hour each, consisted df a series of
open-ended questions concerning the student's educational
background, experiences with the GED progpm, experi-
ences in college, and future plans. 0

Attendance at the colleges in which the students were
enrolled at the time of completing the questionnaire was six
months or less, for 44 percent of the students. Twenty-six
percent attended from 7 to 12 months, 13 percent from 13

' to 18 months, 7 percent from 19 to 24 months, and 6
perent attended two years or longer.

Only 41 percent of those wIlp completed the question-
, naire were full-time students. Seven percent attended about

three quarters time, 18 percent about one-half time, and 25
percent shout one quaker time.

Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations of,GED Scores and Grade -
point Averages for Questionnaire Respondents

sample. and Nonrespondents a

The possible Act of the' nonrespondenC bias on the
results can be evaluated by comparing the GED scores with
the grade-point average; of respondents and nonrespond-
ents indicated in Table 2. The 'GED scores are on a scale
ranging from 20 to 80 while the gradeLpoint average is on a
five-point scale /(A = 4 and F = 0). The nonrespOnclents,
stored an avera' ge of one scale point lower on each of the
tests than did the resportgents. Although the mean differ-
ences are statistically significant at the .05 level' for the
English and Social Studies tests, they are not large enough
in relation to the Standard deviation to be of practical
significance.7he grade?point average differdnce also statis-
tically( signs icant but not large enough in relati6; to the
standard deviation to be, meaningful.

Visits by the research staff were made
.

to four- of the

A PROFILE OF
. /

. .
The folidwing detailed description is based on personal
inerviews with 30 students and the responses of 538 stu-
dents who completed the questionnaire. It is assume that
this subsample is reasonably representative of a,11 artiei-
pating students, althoUgh it consists only of 39 percent
of the sample.

'Whenever possible, the characteristics of the study.sample
hav-e.belen compared with tho;e of traditional college fresh-
men surveyedby the American Cquncil on Education's
Student Information Form during the fall of 1970,
(American Council on Education, 1970). This group of
freshmen represents the regular high school graduates who
enroll in college within. a short time after graduating from

, - \

Test Respondedts Nonrespondents

N Mean SD 'N Mean SD

English 497 51.2 7.3 7,10 49.6 7.2

Social Studies 496 56.1 7.7 710 55.0 7.9

Natural Sciences 497 56.5 7.4 711 55.8 7.1

Literature 494 56.2 7.6 710 55.4 7.7

Mathematics 495 (53.5 7.4 710 52.8 7.4

Grade-point
Average 417 2.42 .74 506 2.18 .87

a Based onl)qp respondents and nonrespondents for whom GED
scores and GPA were available.

THE

high school(

c 4 .,

RESPONDENTS
a

ThtStudents'Status at College
The GED students were at variousrges of their educa-
ti6nal careersat the time they completed the questionnaire.
Mbst, were either freshmen (64 percent) or sophomores (20
percent). Five percent were juniors, 3,percent senjors,and
2 percenrgraduates.

Sex and Age ,r

The sample consisted of tvtce many male; as females (67
percent males versus 33 percent females). The greater
number, of males may be related to the fact that 52 percent
of she students were veterans compared with 3 percent
veterans, in the regular college freshman POpuldtion. (The
,eneouragemene by the armed services to take the GED is

8
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Hik to make a greater number of males aware of` the
exs nce o( the tests.}

T median age of the subjeCts was 28 years, but ages
rang-i3 from 18 to 63 years. One out of five subjects was 40
or older. Since the average GED student is about 10 'y ears
older thn the average' regular freshman, age may be an
im ortant factor in explaining some of the findings of this
s dy.

Race and Religion

The racial 'comppsition of the sample was similar to that ofr
regular college freshmen. Eighty-eight percent were white, 6
percent were black, 1 percent American Indian, and 5 per-
cent unknoWn. Corresponding percentages'in -the regular
freshman population were 89 pgrcent white, 9 pevent
black, and rpercent American Indian.'.

The religious preference of the subjects was similar to
that of the regular' freshman population. Thirty -nine per -'
amt were Protestants, 25 percent Catholics, 2 percent
Jewish, 11 percent of other faiths, and 22 percent without
any religious preference. The regular freshman population'
consisted of 39 percent Protestants, 31 percent C4thohcs, 4
percent Jewish, 16 percent of other faiths, and 10 percent
with no religious preference.

.
Geographic Distribution

. .
The statesff residence of the students were, in general, the
states in which the participating colleges were located.
Twenty-four percent of the students were from Indiana, 16
percent from New Jersey, 9,'Fiercent from Missouri, 6 per-
cent from MassachUsetts, and 5 pelcent from North
Carolina. Each of the other'states accounted for less than 5
percent of the student sample. "

Attitudes and Preferences e 4

The GED students appeared to be there conservttive.in
their-attitudes compared with the traditional studentsat
Least as indicated by their agreement or slisagreement with
certairi controversial issues. Forty-four percent of the
traditional students agreed with thi statement "Students
from disadvantaged social backgrounds should be given
preferential treatment in college admissions", compared
with agreement by only 30 percent of the GED students.
On the other hand, more GED students agreed with the
c
statement "Most college officials have been too lax in
dealing with student protdts on campus" (73 percent GED '
vs.45-8 percent traditional) and with the statement "College
officials have the right to regulate student behavior off-
campus" (23 percent GED vs. 17 percent traditional).

Although the preferences of traditional and QED students
are, in many respects similar, there are some noteworthy
differences. More traditional students than GED students
think it is important or essential to become an authority on
a special subject in their field (67 percent traditional vs. 55
percent GED), to be successful in a business of their own,

.
(44 rcent traditional vs. 33 percentGED), or to partici-
patg in an organization like 'the Peace Corps orV.ista (20
percent traditional vs. 8 percent GED). On the other hand,
pore GED students think it is import -ant for them to have
administrative respeinsibilitylor the work of others (32 per-
cent GED vs. 22 percent traditional). Most of the differ-
ences On probably be accounted for by the difference in
the average age of the two grodps rather than by the unique
attitudes and preferences of those who take the GED tests.

.
Educational Background -

The most common aspect of the students' . educational
experience is that they withdrew from formal schooling
prior to graduating .from .secondary school. Withdrawal
from formal education occurred at different grade levels.
Eighty -eight percerft had one pr more years of high school

. education, while only 8 percent never attended high school.
`Of thoe who did attend high school, 16 percent completed
ninth grade, 28 percent tenth grade, 29 percent eleventh
grade, and 14 perceht twelfth grade.! Although almost all

1. no ''''re . v.,
, .

subjects were school dropouts, their formal- educational
background was quite varied.

Many different responses were given to the question
"Why did you drop out of school?" The most frequent
reason given was financial- difficUlties, including the need to
obtain a job, earn money, make a living, and help support
one's faMily. It should be noted that many of the _older
subjects were adolescents in 'the postdepression era when
withdrawal from formal schooling for financial reasons was
not uncommonOther reasons, given for leaving school: in
Order of frequency mentioned, were boredom and disinter-
est, domestic m*.proble s, joining the armed forces, frustra-..
tion by school system, lack of motivation, immaturity,
emotional problems, and lack of enough credits to gradu-
ate.

For many of the subjects there was'a long period of time
between leaving school and enrolling in a College. For 40
percent of the subjects this period of time was 10 years or
more. Only 14 percent entered college within one year or
less after withdrawing from Tormal schooling.

Although most df the .subjects' formal education was
interrupted for a relatively long period of time, many have
continued their education informally. Almost half of the
subjects continued learning by some form of independent
study. Other frequent forms of nontraditional education
were on-the-Ilk training and correspon,dence instruction.

'

1Somc of the subjects completed twelfth grade btit did not recelvo a

high school diploma. This Can occur when the high school senior
lacks a course, does not make Up a failed course, or fails to meet
certain requirements such as passing comp'rehensive examinatIons.r
One participating univefsity system admitted' a limited number of
high school graduites whose high school grades were lower than
those-normally requited for admission but whose GED scores indi-
cated promise.

9
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The 'disciplines most commonly studied were technical and
job-related and somewhat less academic. Recreational and
religious courses were each taken by fewer than 5 percent
of the students.

Factors Influencing Their Decision to Go to College

The decision to go to college is for many individuals a
highly comp)ex one, usualk influenced by several factors.
The GED program apparvtly played a major role in
inpuehcing some individuals to apply to college. Most of
tile students, however, had decided to go to college
before taking the tests.

Significant differences were found- betwee,1 the GED stu-
dents and high school graduates in factors influencing the
acision to enroll in college. Parents or other relatives were
a major influence on approximately, one-half of the tradi-
tional. students but only on a 'fourth of the GED students.
Academic reputation was a major influence on more tradi-
tional than GED students (43 percent traditional vs. 29
percent GED), but low cost influenced slightly more GED
studints (28,pereent GED vs. 25 percent traditional). Other
factors influencing the decision to enroll in college, such as
encouragement by a guidance counselor and friends en-
rolled at college, were a major influence only on a relatively
small proportion .of, GED students. Thus their decision to
enroll in college was affected by several factors, one of
which was successful performance on the GED tests.

Educational and Career Plans

In planning for formal education, the 'GED students set
their sights only slightly lower than did traditional students.
In response to the question "What is the highest academic
degree that you intend to obtain?" 38 percent of the tradi-
tionar vs. 32 percent of the GED siudents indicated that-
they planned to obtain the bachelor's degree. For the
master's degree, the corresponding percentages were 31 and ,

.. 27, and for the doctorate, 10 and 8.
The GED students tended to major in business, social

sciences, and health disciplines to a greater degree than the
traditional students. Twenty-eight percent of the GED stu-
dents indicated that they were or will be majoring in
business compared with -16 percent of the traditional
students. In social sciences, thee. were 19 percent GED
major vs. 15 percent traditional students; in health profes-

I , sions (excluding, M.D.) there wete 12 percent GED majors
vs. 7 percent traditional majors.

The most frequently chosen career by GED students was
business followed by elementary or. secondary school
teaching and nursing. Business and teaching were also the
two careers most frequently chosen by traditional students.

Learning about the GED i
,

Although the GED prograM is ell-known to educators, it
is relatively unknown to the ge rai Public, especially to
those who may be helped most by king the examinations.

6

.4
Relatively few of the subjects in this study indicated that
they became aware of the GED through the mass media.
Only 1 percent learned about the tests by radio or ale-
visign, 2 percept by a poster in a public place, 6 percent by
a college catalog, and 7 percent by newspaper or magazine.
On the other hand, 39 percent learned about the tests in
the armed services, 22 percent through a friend or relative,
and 20 percent in some other manner. Since the armed
services do/such a good job of informing servicemen of the
GED, it is not surprising that 52 percent of the subjects in
this study were veterans.

Why They Took the GED
Although a non-high-school graduate may be aware of the
GED program, he may not necessarily ever take the tests.
The experience of dropping out of,high school may have
shaken his confidence and without encouragement it May
be difficult for such a person to obtain the high school
equivalency certificate.

A tentative answer to why the students in this sample
took the GED tests was provided by the 30 subjects who
were interviewed. Half of these students stated that they
took the tests specificaltS, in order to be able to go to
college. Others took the tests because they were urged to
take them by parents or relatives or because they originally
wanted a high school equivalency Certificate forvocational
or social reasons.

Receiving Test Results

The reporting of scores to GED examinees is one of the
obligations of the .agency administering the tests. Further-

.- ,more, according to the GED Examiner'siMqnual, "when
test results are 'sent to an examinee, the should be
accompanied by a letter that indicates, the degree of success
achieved on the tests.',: It is apparent, however, that not all
students are receiving their scores, and many are not
receiving interpretive information. One out of 10 students
indicated that ,they never knew the scores they obtained on
the -test, while 3 out of 10 stated that they did not receive
interpretive information with their stores. Of those who
were able to evaluatio. their scores, most performed better
than expected.

In the absence of interpretive information, some students
,devised their own methods of evaluating their relative
performance. One candidate, for example, compared -her
scores with those of several of her classmates who were
enrolled with her in a special GED refresher course.
Unfortunately, such info?mal methods of comparison can
be ffequently misleading because the comparison scores
could be quite atypical.

Admission Requirements

It may be hypothesized that if the GED candidate applying
for admission to college is viewed, because of his with-

10 o
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drawal from high school, as a high risk, then various hurdles
, and barriers may be placed before .him by the college.

Among other things, the present study sought to determine
the extent to which college admission requirements differ
for nontraditional studcnts and regular high school grad-
uates.

All but five students participating in this study had scores
at or above the level recommended by CASE for a high,
school equivalency certificate2. This does not mean that all
thOse scoring above the recommended leirel actually ob-
tained a certificate. Seventeen percent of the students
stated that they had not obtained ari equivalency certif-'
icate.

Most students were required,to present the equivalency
certificate for admission to college. Sixty-nine percent
indicated that the certificate was one of the admission
requirements, 13 percent indkated it was not required, and
17 percent did not know.

Some candidates were requirechto present scores of tests
. other than theGED. Twenty-six percent of the candidates

were required to take the battery of the American College
Testing Program (ACT); 21 percent were required to take
the Scholastic Aptitude Test as were regular high school
graduate appliciants for admission. Nevertheless, the GED

or the equivalency certificate appeared to be the major
criterion for the admission of the students in the sample.

CASE recommends to colleges that "critical scores -on the
tests' be set at a point which is comparable to the academic
selective requirements for admission of high school grad-
uates" (CASE, 1971). Although data gathered in this study
do not directly indicate whether. CASE's recommendatons
are being followed, there is no evidence that the critical
scores were set at an inordinatelj, high level by anx
pating college. In fact, it was found that somei.colleges do
not require the 'actual scores at all but only evidence of

v
attainment of the equivalency certificate.

The policies of the colleges on the GEI) are apparently
clear to niist nontraditional students seeking, admission.
More than iialf of the subjects indicated that they under-
stood their college's policy when they were seeking admis-
sion. Information on the policies was most frequently
obtained from the college catalog, a relative, '.6r the admis-
sions office. Of the 30 subjects interviewed, 28 indicated
that they were admitted to college as though they had had
a regular high school diploma. Only two students were
admitted with restrictions: One was placed on academic
probon, and the other was -required tcrtake, a remedial
course.

GED TEST PERFORMANCE AND SUCCESS k/%1 COLLEGE

How Respondents Scored on,,the GED
.

Of the 1,367 individuals, Oo participated in this study and
who enrolled in a college with GED scores, there were
1,208 for whom scores on one or more of the five examina-
tions were available. Table 3 presents the mean, standard
deviation, and number of cases for each f the tests. A
general notion,. of the achievement level f the student
sample can be gained by comparing their scores on the GED
with those earned by the national norming sample; which
consists of graduating high school seniors who were tested
with the GED in 1967. The norming sample has a mean of
50 and a standard deviation of 10 on each of the five
examinations: The study sample performed significantly'
higher than th;# normative sample on all tests except
English3. In interpreting these results-, one needs to con-.
Sider that the student sample consisted of GED candidates
who, had 'enrolled in a college through a process of self- and

/ 'institutional selection. That is, candidates with low scores
were less likely to apply to, or be selected by, ,a'college.

;Thus, those students who enroll in college would be ex-,
pected. to have higher academic achievement than typical
high school seniors or all GED examinees. They would also
be expected to be a niore. homogeneous group than an

..1

2CASE recommends a minimum score of 35 on each examination or
an average of 45 on

unselected group of candidates. This expectation is con-,
filmed by the relatively small standard deviations (SDs)
shown in Table 3.

Table 3

GED Test Performance of All Students ,

Test Mean SD

English 1,207 50:3 7.3

Social Studies -17206 55.4 7.9
Natural ScienCes 1,208 56.1 7.2
Literature

.
1,204 55.7 7.7

t. Mathematics 1.205 1 53.1 7.4

31t should be noted that, comparisons of different GED scores can
be legitimately made even 'though the scores were obtained on dif-
ferent test forms. Through a procedure known as "Equating,' the
same scores An different forms of the GED are made essentially
equivalent. Thus, while all the students in,the study sample did not
take the same form otthc GED or the same fotm that was takeri by
the normative sample, the scores can be summarized as though
everyone had, in fact,. been examined tfh the same form.

J



The average scares of the students on the five GED exam-
inations were somewhat tine% en Lompared with thuse in the-.
norming sample. Achievement was highest in Social Studies,
Natural Sciences, and Literature, somewhat lower in

Mathematics, and lowest in English. This patterns Of per-
formance is consistent with at leas't one precious analysis of
adult educational achievement (College Entrance Examina-
tion Board, 1968). The average scores of a large group of
military personnel on the CLEP General Examinations
(which cover the same subject as_the GED tests) was the
highest in natural sciences arid the lowest in English
compared with a college sophomore norniing sample. The

colder servicemen performed best In social science and
history and poorest in English and mathematics. Since the
median age of the subjects-in the present study was 28, the
consistency of results of the two studies may be explained
by the age factor: It may be fiplbthesized that the relative'
amount of knowl-edge in informal academic disciplines,
such as social sciences, history, and natural sciences,
improves with age while There is a general decline in the
more formal discipline of mathematics. Informal disciplines
may be easily learned by reading books, magazines, or
newspapers or by engaging a variety of other nontradi-

Jionalqorms of education. Formal subjects such as mathe-
matie0 however, are difficult to learn on one's own.
Ftirther)tiore, foigetting is likely to take place- unless one
uses the subject on a regular basis. 4

ether factors may explainthe pobrer performance in
English. Althagh English may not be thought of as a
highly formal subject, the formal aspects of thlanguage,
such 9 grammatical rules, tend tofie emphasized on tests
of academic achievement such' as the GED. The poorer
performance of the nontraditional student on English may
be because the for-ilial..aske.ts of English are not readily
learned through the typical out-of-school educational

t.expetiences. '

Grades in College

Academic' achievement in college has been most often
measured by course grades or the grade-point average,
which is the weighted average of grades in all previous
courses taken. College administrators view the GPA as a
relevant index of success and they frequently use it to
tietermine whether a student should remain in college, take
advanced courses, or receive special honors. Second, the
GPA is readily available in the files of many colleges, SO
that little effort and expense_ are needed to obtain h.
Finally, no othet single index of college success which is

more relevant or acceptable than the GPA has yet
been developed.

The GPA, however, has a number of shortcomings that
should be mentioned. It is not 'a very stable index but
rather tends to change from semester to semester. Further-
more, the GPA is only 'a measure ofadademic achievement;;
therefore, it fails tolflect nonacademic accomplishments
and. certain des'irable studen1 attributes,such as ethicality,

8

open-mindedness, and self insight .(Davis, 1.964). Finally,
grades may .lack ariability (as, for examRle, when a profes-
sor gives his "students all-A's or B's) and, therefore, could
not be easily related to predictor variables.

One way the grades of the GED students were eyaluated
was by comparing' then 'with the grades' of regular high
school graduates "attending the same Lolleges. Although
such a comparison may seem logical and simple, a number
of methodological problems arose in doing so. Originally:
the participating institutions were ask-d to select a sample
of their traditional students who would be comparablesin
number and composition to their GED students. Since thi;
procedure resulted in inadequate samples of traditional stu-
dents, the Colleges were requested to provide the average
GPA of all of their students currently enrolled. Each GED
student's GPA' was thus compared with the mean GPA at
the college he was attending. The results of the comparison
indicated that 55 percent of the GED students had a lower
average than that of all students atTheir college, while 45
percent had grades equal toor higher than those of the
traditional students. This arson tends to place the
GED students at a disadualta because the mean GPA of

7all traditional students is based on a larger proportion of
upper-level students than is th'e GED sample.- (Upper-level,
students are likely to have higher GPA's than lower-level
students because of attrition of academically poor stu-
dents.) The foregoing comparison seems to corroborate
Tyler's (1954) results that led him to conclude that the
academic achievement of GED students is only slightly but
insignificantly lower than that of regular high school grad-
uates.

The Relationship ofD Scores to Grades in College
The GPA criterion employed in this study was for some
students based on the grades received in all courses taken in
a single semester; for others, it was based on grades received
over as many as five semesters. Furthermore, the number of
courses taken by the students within a given semester varied
widely because of the large number of part-time students in
the sample. Thus, the GPA might be amore- reliable index
of achievement-for some of the students than for others.

Table 4

Correlation of GED Test *th GPA

for Total Sample (N 805)
f)"

Test- r' P

English .31 .01

Social Studies .35 !'01

Natural Sciences .32 .01.

Literature .36 .01

Mathematics, .31 .01
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The average validities (i.e., correlations with GPA) 6f each

o' the five GED tests for all candidate for whom test
. scores and GPA's were available are indicdted in Table 4.

The validity Yoefficierits are all in the ..30s and are all
significant at the' .Q1 level. OA-relations of this magnitude:'

,-
. generally -indicate that the test ear ;be appropriately used

for *diction of college success: The GE13 test validities
compare favorably with those of the SAT-verbaladd mathe-

-,

matical .sections which, oh the average, correlate .39, and
'.33 respectively ITO first-year grades (Schrader, 1971).

"

f4y Type of Institution:* GED validity .coefficients com-
puted separately or students enrolled in two -and four -year-
institutions are indicated in Table 5. In the case of every
.test, the validity is higher for jUnior than for senior colleges.
The,pattetn of validities.is also different at the two types of
institutiOns. Sociat Studies'is die best...predictor in the two-
yeg colleges; Citerature is'the most predictive osuccess in
the four-year colleges. Beciuse ,the two-yeai- institution
validities .are higher than those obtained for the total
sample, type of institution can be considered a moderator'
of the relationship between the GED and GPA. That is,
when making predictions of the likely success otjhe GED
student, the type of institution he is attending should_ be.
.taken into 'acco-untlrilhe prediction equation.

''able 5

. Correlation of GED Tests with CPA
by,Type of Institution

Two-year
-
Pour-year

(1s7>211) 594)

Test
-

r p
4.4"y' r ,

English .33. 01 .30 :01

,Social Studies .51. .01 .25 . .01 g

' Natural Sciences .43 .01 .25 .01 ,

Literature' .40 ti .01 .34 01
Mathematics .39'. Al '.27 .01,

By Sex: g`ubgtouping the GED students by sex has also
been done Tor the purpose of raising the predictive validity
of the tests. fable 6 presents the validity coefficients
computed separately for males\and females, which show
that Sex is a modekator in the prediction of GPA. It can be
.ceen that the validities are e higher for the females for every
test. This result is consistent with findings df several
previous studies, which showed that female success, in
college, is more predictable than that, of males (Seashore,
1962). A possible explanation is that female motivation for
academic study is homogeneous than that of Males,

I
thus minimizing ft!IPL7. For of prediction from abilitplA
male, on the qther .hand, may not perform in college t.t a
level.consistent with his ability treca'use of low motivation'.

. Table
-

Validities of GED Tests by Sex
;

.

, Test

Male Female

N r P

English,

SOcial Studies

Natural Sciences
Literature

athernatieS.

239 .46
- 239 :35

239" ; .41

239 .45
-238( -.

.61

.01

.01

.01

125

124

125

24:

25

.48

.45

...55

.42

.01

.01

.01

. =

By Ag.f:. Since maturity and motivation -may play
in2porta.nt role .in the college, achievement of the older
eanciilate, it was hypothesized 'that subgrouping on the
hasis of age may raise Jbe,predictive accuracy of the GED
tests. Tdble17 indicates that age is an effective moderator in,
the prediction of -GP-A. The validity coefficients for both
age groups are all higher than the corresponding coefficients
for the total sample is shown-In Table 4. A comparison of
thvalidities of the GED tests 'of those under age 30 and
those age 30 and over indicates that there is littie.differerIce
in the predictability of these two age -groups. Thikresult
was unexpected since it was assumed that the tests-wOnlizt..,
be less valid for the older than for the younger candidates:
Since -Motivation is assumed ,to Marry greater weight in the`'- -',
college 'Performance. of adults, ability or 'previous achieiv..
ment as,rdloasured by the GED tests was not thought to be,'

,an 'accurate predictor of success.' These findings are
,encouraging for the use of the GED 'tests with older candil ;

'dates. 4

Table ,7

Validities of GED Tests for Two Age Croups

Test

Unfler Age 30' Age 30 and Over`

N r p N r p

English

SocialStudies
Natural SciencesI

temple
Mathematic's

190

190

190
ipo
190

.48

.36

.35

.49

.48

,01

.01

.01

.01

.01

153

152

151

153

151

.51

.42

.42

.43

.52

.01 -

.01 ,

.61`
1.01

.01

How GED Tests Correlate with Each Other and with
Other Predictors

The -<isefulness oh separate scores from a set of
decreases- as the correlation betweeh the 'scores increases.
Thus, the correlation betwech the teas in a battery such as
the GED should not bt,very

The intercorrelations of the -GED tests are presented in
Table 8. They range froth a low Of .34 between English and
Mathematics to a high of .64 between Literature and Social
Studies. These correlations suggest that the tests are,,to a

I
tests
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Table 8

Intercorrelations of the GED Tests
(N =

Tests
Socud Natural

English Studies Sciences Literature

SocialcStu dies

Natural Sciences

'Literature
' Mathematics

.53

.46

.61,

.62

.64

.45

.62

.57 .45

It
tlirge extent, measuring unique factors. The correlations are
Much lower than' ivould be expected of highly reliable
tests-, rheasuring the same skills or abilities. It might be
noted that these,intercorrelations are also lower than that
between the SAT-verbal and mathematical tests, which cor-
relate .67 with each 'other (Donlon & Angoff, 1971). Thus,
the repOrting.of five separate scores appears to be justified.

With High School Grades: Previous research has shown that
secondary school grades are positively related to achieve-
ment- test scores for gtoupstrof high school graduates.
Students -who Obtain good marks in thiir courses tend to
dbtanl high test scores and vice versa. Thus,, an attempt Sias
made to determine whether high school gradss- 'cosi:elate--
positively with the GED test scores of nontraditional stu-
dents. Since most of the students participatingniln "e stud},

had completed at least two years of high school, they had
received grades.in a relatively large number of courses.

. The high school grade average of the GED students was
obtained via the .questionnaire completed by the students5.
Table 9 indicates th5 percentage ,,of students reporting
various grade averages. Expectedly, thg GED students have
average grades considerably lower than those of the tradi-
tional students.

Table 9
Percentages of Traditional and GED Students with

r Indicated High :School Grade Averages

Grade Average Traditional LED

A+, A, AL- 4% 8%

B+, B, 58 37

C+, C, C 2'7 45

D 1 10

4The reliability of all recent forms of the GED is .9 or higher
(General Educational Development Testing Service, 1971).

A
5Previoussresearch indicates that selfreported grades are accurate

indicators of actual grades (Nichols & holland, 1963).

4

S

The relationship between GED scores and high §choot,
grades is indicitt dlinaable110. There is a significary nega-
tive correlation between the self-reported grades and the
English, Social Studies, and Literature tests. This finding,
which is somewhat surprising,. might be explained by the
informal educational" experiences that intervened in thei
time between leaving high school and taking the, GED tests.
Such experiences might have modified positive 'relationships
that would have occurred 11.a4 the tests been taken by the
candidates .immediately after leaving high school. Another
possibility is that many of the students who were not
motivated to do well in high school had nevertheless
acquired the equivalentof a goo-d high school education on
their own.

Table 10
The Relationship of GED Scores to

SelfreportedGrades in Secondary School

ikt N r

English 483 .1§ .01

SokiarStu'diei . 482 .01

Natural Sciences e = s:483 .06 . NS

-Liter altnre , 480" .01

Maffit,nalies NS

-

With the Scholastic Aptitude Test; Sipte the SAT is oneiof-
the most widely used college entrance examinations in the ,.3'
nation, it is desirable to k ow how the GED relates to this

'ast. Table 11 presents tf>le correlations between the GED
tests and the SAT fora group of candidates for whom 'all
scores were available. Although all correlations are signifi-
cantly positive, they are only of moderate magnitude. Sinee
both the GED and the SAT are highly reliable tests, the
correlations suggest that to a large degree they do not
measure the same factors.

As would helexpected, the GED mathematical test cor-
relates highst With SA4.matheinatical.--11 is ,somewhat

Table 11-,-;!-

Correlations4 the GED-Tests with the
SCPolaitic Aptitude Test (N = 77)

/

4"

Test SAT-V SATM

English ' .44 .30

Social Studies .51 .46

Natural Sciences .44 .4b
Literaturp :56 .35

Mathematics .42 .54

10 14
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surprising that the 5.14'verbal correlates higher with the
GED Social studies Ind Literature tests than with the GED
English test. It is possiblethatthe reading comprehension
factor, which weighs heavily on.SAT-verbal, does not play
such an important role on the GED English test. ,

Who Dropped Out .

Completion or noncompletion of a course of studies in
college as represented by:the attainment of a' degree is an
important criterion of college success that must f.ie con-
sidered in any attempt to validate instrumentspf admission
to college. Since the time involvedan gathering.this type of
criterion data is relatively long, most predictive validity
studies have attempted ro assess whether students remained
in college for a specified period of time such as one or two
years. ,71

While it is- fairly easy-to identify those who remain in a
college, it is not so caSy to identify those who drop out.
Students may be inappropriately classified. as dropouts
when they transfer or "When they temporarily Withdraw
from school.

Of the 1,367-students y,ho participated in the study, 390
(or 28percent) withdrew_ from college,dUring the period of
the survey at each college (which ranged from 6 months to
2-1/2 years). This fact, however, should be interpreted with

O

The effects of the GED an these

r'

caution. The with,drarals' were reported/ by the.c.olleges ,

rather than by the students, and there is eyidenee that some
studekits transferred to other colleges, while others returned
to college aftei being_away for, a,geipester or more, It
should alSo be remembered that many of the GED students
were atiendindeollege on a partimba:sis and were con -% '
siderahly older tit i the,traditional stOents. Oliler students;
are more likely ,,to have' fainily,reisPonsibilities that may.
limit ,their ability to pay for college' expenses. Twenty-one
percent of the GED students, as,eeMpared, With only 11
percerit of the traditional studenth.,indicated that finances
were a major concern to them, and were not sure that they
would be able to complete college Of the 30 students who

,wete interviewed, 10 indicated,that they dropped,qut of
tz011ege for one or morp'semesters: 'Three of these stude,nfs

/0
/have since returned, phile.fouf yvere -planning to rettfrn in r.

to future. `
The most frequen't season for leaving collegewas the.need

to earn more money_ for tAtion. Other masons for -with-
drawal were family preiblerns po-Or academic-
ante, All in fhe ifaet:thp.?2 per&tit of the GED
students remained in ectifei qurtni theperiod surveyed can
be considered a fairly irnpr4ive acicoMplishment for a
group that includes manY.0,7in4igidu alS tyho had previously
dropped outof secondary:seho'e4-, 0.

\
/ _EFFECTS OP .-TICE :'",GEDI A' j

' ,* ,

nontraditional students' ....tpixzgrim was
were far-reaching. The most direct-'effect wa's

//access surhInariLe the
,

formal higher educatiOn: All ll'ut,fwo of the 30 students ..;"thana\ny statistical's
Ainterviewed, indicated that the- tksts' most imripang-se.21ult ,\, .

0,

W,As making 'college enrollment pdssibfe. About two out of tliching
: ,/-6* Of the. questionnaire trsporidents indicated that They a'tPiined."

, selecied- the College' in Such /they enrolled blcause ;they s!
chid he tin the'-basijoi the GED tests; . ki4ease. kee

favorable. The following. quotes
eneral fesorigs of the students better

mmary:

grade in high school that I, my-self, never

\:
.

gding`and adverti! A lot of people's
The ififlUenCe of the 4Eb on the students w;ent bey' ond : lives are messed. tilkftethi \one mistake, GED makes it so/ a'cirri,ission tel.:College. AbotIt one out of six Auclantis was. ' t nifich easier to go b4lt t 1.0001." . \

true, I doubt if 1 wctild
g high sthOolfcr even_

..: 4 job, iressibilitY of eaijiing,a higher income, and felings or ;the ,one year required to earn %sufficient credit for,, a
,. ... ....-. - - '0

selfrFonfideoce and accomplishment. , r !ditilorna,-Thp.opportunity to retrve a diplq\ma this waylias
`.,The-rover-411 reaction 'of, the litlbjeets towards the, GED ' definitely been the ticket to s ccess,for many others also."., .0---..--;-,.......-!---v- .. . i - t ... . :- N.`.--,..., .....", :, ... i.....y4., : , ..... ;. ........ , .. ,

7
influenced b'y 'the tests "in ehciosing a major, and about the .

.1. ,

, ;* '-;-1 .same nuilbei 'stated that the tests influenced them in° The CAW was a'-dream coin
. I / i .

,choosing- a career. Other effects included a6ility to phtaiti a 4:hava liven serious thought to atten

.4. , ,,.. .,..., . a 1
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Val vIveStigamori-1-of -the :GED tests, had three inajok variety of institutions of higher
objectlyes;: , . . ' .13/. TO. identify the advantafiesSand problems byt fr .
1. ro aete.griniffeafe,,Va.Ckgroiiii'd anti Operience of riono;,,, granting admission to college by means of the GED tests.

high-iChiytrkiiiiilt4 who ctillege on the bakis The 40 institutions of higher-education that participated
tof ihetr:6dbtf.i0ctires

2. To deter validity ofihe ri, battery for re- jinuttke'rs of non- high- schoo graduate,s who scoreck5aIls..
dieting tlej§54 not; Ajgh-A" Ord graduates at a ctorily on the GED tests,T., he,i..;nstitutions consisted,qf 12
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/. reOtesented thqsivebileges accepting significant- 1.0
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,
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junior college's and 28 senior colleges, most of which.vsse
under public control and not highly selective.

The subjects of ,the study were 1,367 students who had
takon. the GED and been admitted' to the cooperating
institutions. For each of the subjects, the colleges were
asked to supply GED and SAT test scores (if availabfe).:ind
Lumulative-grade-point_ averages. A questionnaire Oh educa-
tional background, experiences with the GED, current

,status.at .college; attitudes toward a variety ,of issue's, And
.future plans was mailed to each of the students. The
completed questionnaire was retiliKd by 538 students, 9.5"
39'percent of the sample.. In addition, structured interviews
were conducted with 30 nontraditional students on four
campuses for the -purpose of obtaining a comprehensive
prdfile of the non'-high-school graduate ineollege.,

The average subject was a 28- year-old male veteran who
learned about the GED prOgram in the,armed services. lie
took the tests in order to be, able tweneoll in a college. He
was admitted to A college with few, if ally, restriLtions and ,
despite his relatively old age, he,f9.d little or no- prolflem in7,
adjusting to college. His attitudes to.waell ceriain academic,
and social issues were more Lonser!iative than tho0 of the,
general college student population. His forrrial schooling

...-
Lonsisted of the o, repletion .2t tenth grads. ttis subsequent
L'vithdrawal from high school vas because of the :need to
earn money.' His nontraditional education consisted pri-
marily .of independent study in- tei.hnrc11..,and 1013-related
siihjeCts. He 'planned to obtain a badhelor's degree and .to
enirake in a business,career,

_ ,

students on the' basis of moderator variables, such as sex,
age, :tad type of institution, can -raise the predictive
accuracy Of the tests Markedly., ,-

TM-relatively interLotrelationsi,of the tests suggest,
that, to some eXt,ent, each test is meastA4g a unique or
ability. The reporting of five, separate scores is, therefore,
justified. The ibrrelation§ of the GED tests with SAT,
although all positive, also sygi'et`that.the two test batteries
are not.neasuring the same faclorS:-

The primary effect -of having taken the GED for the
nontraditional .student sample was the elimination of a
barriet:to en*Iment in formal higher education The tests
als,o'affectA some candidates by influencing their choice of
college,major field, and career.

The results of this study suggest that the GED tests are
useful (or the admission and guidance of,college candidates

, who have not. formally completed high school. 'If the
. ,

,academie achievement of a (candidate. as reflected by bis
,,GED test. score >s equivalent to that of.candidates who

graduated from high school (normative sample,
he shOurfd be given serious Lonsideration for admission to
higher' education. High school dropouts .who score satis-

factorpy on, the GED examinations are likely to earn
college grades comparable to those earned by high school
graduates who enroll in college.

Recommendations for Improving the GED Program

Several recommendations for the improvement of the GED
testing program have emerged eroin this study:
1. Collegesshould encourage non-high-school graduates to

take the GED and to present satisfactory scores as
qidence of ability to undertake college-level work.

2. A greater amount of publicity on the GED should be
aimed at those segmenti of the civilian population that
are most likely to profit from taking the tests by con-

, tinuing their education. .

3. GED .testing agencies should 'report test scores and
interpretive information to all examinees.

4. The issuance of equivalency certificates might be
accompanied by summaries of studies such as this one in'
order to encourage candidates to continue their formal
education.

A number of significant results have emerged from the
study. The performance of the nontraditional students was
significantly higher than that of graduating high sctgol
seniors on all OD tests except English. The college grades
of the GED students were found to he only slightly lower
than these of traditional college students. That 72 percent
of the2,GEDstudents remained in college during the period
surveyed can be considered an impressive accomplishment
for this group of students. e

The mlgsitude of the validities found for the GED tests
in the prAction of grades indicates that the tests are useful
and appropriate for the selection and guidaOce of non-
traditional. students to higher education. Subgrouping
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APPENDIX

Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale

Tri-State College (Infliana)

University of MaineFiirminglon
. .

University of MissouriSt. Louis
, Weber State College (Utah)

Western Washington State C lege

West Virginia University

Participating Two -year Institutions

American River College (California)

.13t.istol Community College (Maisachusetts),'

Eastern Arizona College \ .

Kirkwood Community College (Iowa)

Lenoir Community College (North Carolina)-
,

Miami-Dade Junior College (Florida)
North Campus
South Campus

Mount Wachdsett Community College (Massachusetts)

North Iowa Area Community College

Quinsigamond Community College (Massachusetts)

Sandhills Community College (North Carolina)

Surry Community College (North Carolina)
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